
School District of Newberry County  

Office of Special Services  

Occupational Therapy Screening Request Form  

 Person submitting request  _____________________________________ Date  ______ _  

CURRENT CONCERNS STATEMENT  

 Student SASI name  ________________________ DOB  ______Phone: Home                
   Work  ________   
 Parent(s)                                                                                     
 
 School  _________________________________ Grade  __________ Teacher               

Currently receiving Special education services: __ Yes      No 

 If yes, primary disability                                                                               

 Current service(s)                                                            

Dates of Current evaluations:  
 Psychological                     Educational______ Social  _____________________ _  
 Speech/Language                  Other  _____________________________________ _  

 
Note concerns in the following areas:  
 
NEUROMUSCULAR STATUS  

 Abnormal muscle tone- floppy or rigid movements  

 Poor posture-leaning, slouching when seated on the floor or at the table  

 Hand tremors especially during fine motor activities  

 Decreased range of motion- limited movement of the extremities  

 Muscle weakness- child may fatigue easily compared to peers to the point  
that it interferes with participation in the curriculum  
 

FINE MOTOR  

 Small object manipulation including stinging, stacking, lacing after demonstration  
and time for practice  

 Scissor skills- holding scissors that are appropriate size for hand, holding the  
paper with the non-dominant hand  

 Difficulty holding a writing tool (uses a barrel grasp- age 4-5)  

 Unable to use a pincer grasp to pick up small objects  
 
VISUAL MOTOR  

 Unable to imitate basic pre-writing shapes- vertical, horizontal, and circle  

 Unable to copy basic prewriting shapes- vertical, horizontal, and circle (age 3-5)  

 Unable to snip (3-4 years), difficulty cutting on a 3-5 inch line (4-5 years)  

 



SENSORIMOTOR  

 Poor motor planning- child appears to understand the directions, but can not  
coordinate/sequence the movements after peers have been successful (getting  

started or gets stuck)  

 Body awareness/scheme- body part identification, following basic movements  

(ex. hand up, touch head, etc.), uses excessive force or not enough force  

 Clumsiness- bumping into people/furniture, tripping/falling excessively although  
wearing appropriate shoes  

 Tactile defensivity- excessive craving or avoidance of textures (glue, finger  
paints) does not like to be touched, difficulty standing or sitting close to peers  

 Appears lethargic- slow to get going  

 Appears overly fidgety to the point that he/she is unable to focus on the activity  

ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING  

 Unable to take coat off or put coat on after demonstration  

 Manage simple fasteners- unzip/zip dothing after zipper is engaged or unsnap  

 Difficulty unbuttoning large buttons (4-5 years old)  

 Management of snack containers after demonstration and practice  

VISUAL PERCEPTUAL SKILLS  

 Discrimination of same versus different  

 Finding objects in a container or in the room  

 Visual memory- remembering the location of a lost or hidden object  
What specific attempts have been made in the classroom to remediate the weaknesses  

prior to this referral? 

                                                                                       

                                                                                              

                                                                                             

Major questions 'to be addressed during the occupational therapy screening:  

 Are the areas mentioned above significantly impacting the student's ability to  

participate in the educational program?  

 What accommodations should be made in the classroom or as part of the IEP to  
To show progress toward the student's special education needs?  

 Other questions (please attach)  

Comments: 

                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                     

                                                                                                        

                                                                                              

Recommendation for full OT evaluation? Yes_ No  

Signed:  _______________________________ Date:  ____________________ _  
 

 

7-1-2014 


